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For an arbitrary state alphabet A, one- and two-dimensional tessellation structures 
are defined that have the ability to reproduce any finite pattern (formed from the 
symbols in A) in the sense of Moore [5]. The reproduced patterns will occur in 
quiescent environments if #A is prime. 
I ,  INTRODUCTION 
One of the main concerns of von Neumann's theory of automata w s with the 
question: What kind of logical organization is sufficient for an automaton to be 
able to reproduce itself? This work was intended not only to shed some light on 
a fundamental problem of biology, but also as a means to study some of the capabilities 
and limitations of machines. 
At first yon Neumann considered a kinematic model, but he later abandoned 
this in favor of an abstract model more amenable to rigorous study. It was with this 
abstract model that yon Neumann made his important contributions to the problem. 
Although this work was not finished at the time of his death, it was edited and com- 
pleted by Burks [1]. Further contributions to the topic were made by several authors, 
among them Thatcher [2], Codd [3], and Arbib [4]. 
In [5] Moore introduced the tessellation structure as a generalization of von 
Neumann's model, and presented the problem of machine self-reproduction in an 
abstract form with his concept of "self-reproducing configurations." 
In this paper, we continue in the spirit of Moore's abstraction. We shall present 
a class of tessellation structures, one for each choice of "state alphabet" and "array 
dimensions" one or two, where each structure will reproduce arbitrary "patterns". 
The "rates" of reproduction, i.e., the number of copies produced and the number 
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of "steps" required for their production, each will depend on the cardinality of 
the state alphabet and the "size" of the pattern. It seems interesting that each 
structure will have its parallel transformation specified by the same simple principle. 
In Section I I  we informally introduce all concepts needed, and then state (again 
informally) the main results. Section I I I  will be a more precise treatment of our 
results with all necessary proofs. 
A paper by Waksman [6] deals with some similar concepts. His results and ours 
will be contrasted in Section IV. Our results answer a number of questions raised 
by Moore in [5]. This also will be discussed in Section IV. 
II. THE MAIN RESULTS 
The two-dimensional tessellation array can be visualized as an infinite checkerboard 
where each square can hold any symbol from a finite set A of cardinality greater 
than one. An array configuration is an assignment of a symbol to each square in 
the tessellation array. A distinguished symbol 0 ~ A will be called the quiescent symbol 
and we shall be concerned exclusively with array configurations where only finitely 
many squares "contain" nonquiescent symbols. Such configurations will be called 
finite. 
Each square will have associated with it a finite set of neighboring squares, where 
the neighbors of any two squares will not only be the same in number, but will also 
be arranged in the same relative way with respect o the squares. Usually, a square 
will be one of its own neighbors. The set of all finite array configurations will be 
mapped into itself by a "parallel" transformation r defined in the following way: 
Let ~r be a mapping of the set of all neighborhood configurations of square x into 
the set of all configurations of x. We shall call such a o a local transformation. Then 
for any finite array configuration c, r(c) = c', where for each square x, its configuration 
in c' is determined by a acting on the configuration of its neighbors in c. We require 
that any local transformation place a quiescent symbol in a square if all its neighbors 
are quiescent. This is clearly necessary and sufficient for finite configurations to be 
preserved by a parallel transformation. 
The tessellation structure is then a tessellation array, a symbol "alphabet", a 
neighborhood relation, and a parallel transformation. 
A rectangular matrix 
a l l  a12 " "  a l~ 
a21 a2~ ... a2~ 
aml am2 "" am~ 
of symbols in A wilt be called a pattern. We shall say that pattern P (of size m • p) 
is contained in array configuration c if there exists a rectangular array (or size m • p) 
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of squares containing the symbols of the matrix in the same spatial arrangement. 
By "P  is contained in c in a quiescent environment" we shall mean that any square 
outside the rectangle holding P contains a quiescent symbol in c. 
We shall say that array configuration c contains q copies of pattern P if there exist 
q disjoint rectangular arrays of squares each containing pattern P in c. 
The tessellation structure will be said to be reproducing pattern P if after applying 
parallel transformation r a finite number of times to any configuration c containing 
one copy of pattern P in a quiescent environment, a configuration c' will arise 
containing two or more copies of P. 
We can now state our main results. 
For array dimension one or two, and for an>, symbol alphabet of finite cardinality 
greater than one, there exists a tessellation structure that will reproduce an arbitrary 
pattern P in a predictable number of steps. (It follows that for any k, a predictable 
number of further applications of r will yield a configuration containing qk copies 
of P, for some q ~ 2.) I f  the cardinality of A is prime, then the reproduced copies are 
held in a quiescent environment. 
In a strong sense, these tessellation structures will all have the simplest possible 
neighborhood structures (e.g., the square itself and one additional neighbor for 
dimension one), and all parallel transformations will be designed from the same 
simple principle. 
Below are two examples of patterns being reproduced in one-dimensional arrays. 
In each case the neighbors of any square are the square itself and the square to its 
immediate left. Note in the second example the reproduction is occurring in a 
quiescent environment. 
20313 
t~ 223003 
2013033 
22103323 
203132113 
t~ 2230013203 
20130101233 
221031113123 
22300320203003 
201303122233033 
2210330300123323 
20313233301312113 
tla 2230011223 10033203 
2013012301010321233 
2210313131111313312 
ta6 203 13000022200020313 
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PATTERN 
P R0  RDCKN 
P LRRB GP GN 
P I  J N0  I DDCN 
P FB  FN I  NHGTN 
P CHHBEEDRFLN 
P 0 KT J  G J  I B DAHN 
PP  K J  I 0 0 BKFE I  DN 
P KHDBI  0 B NO KP  NO N 
PHBLFK I  BRNKHJ  NNN 
P E J  PA0  CK0 KGBAF I  I N 
PBRGRACP KKAI  CGRAEN 
P TO EETD0 HEL J  L J  ETFAN 
P NTE J  DCDHN0 EEERDEGP N 
P J LDRP GGLDNEJ  J CB I  LD J  N 
P GETBLDP BT0 ARCNE KDTP FN 
P DLDAP TATATATATATRCNCB N 
P ATTERN0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P ATTERN 
liT. THE FORMAL DEVELOPMENT 
We identify the d-dimensional tessellation array with the set Z a of all d-tuples 
of integers, d = 1, 2,.... A finite set A of symbols will be called the state alphabet. 
A distinguished symbol 0 ~ A will be called the quiescent symbol. An array configuration 
is a mapping c : Z a ~ A. C will denote the set of all array configurations, and C F 
the set of all finite array configurations. We shall refer to the elements of the tessellation 
array as cells, and we say that cell i contains symbol a in array configuration c if 
c(i) = a. A neighborhood index X is an arbitrary m-tuple of distinct d-tuples of 
integers, m will be assumed not less than 2 in this paper. I f  X = (~1 ,--., ~m) and 
i ~ Z a, then _N(X, i) = (i + ~1 .... , i + ~)  is called the neighborhood of cell i relative 
to X. Each component is called a neighbor of cell i. 
Let N x : Z a --+ (Zd) m be defined by Nx( i )  ..... N (X ,  i). 
Let c m : (Za) m --+ A m be defined by 
cm(pl ,..., p,~) = (c(pl),..., c(pm)), where c ~ C. 
The image of Nx( i  ) under c ~ is called the configuration of the neighborhood of cell i 
in array configuration c. Finally, let any mapping a:A  m --~ A be called a local 
transformation. 
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A mapping r : C -+ C defined now from local transformation a will be called a 
parallel transformation: For any c ~ C, r(c) = c' if and only if 
It is easy to see that 
N~(  : 
c': Z ~ Z~) m - -~ A . . . . . .  ~ A. 
o(0, 0 ..... o) = o 
is necessary and sufficient for ~- (defined from a) to map Cr into C F . 
A d-dimensional tessellation structure is then a structure 
(A, Z ~, X,  T). 
For any z ~ Z a and any S C Z a, S + z will mean {i + z I i e S}, the "+"  signifying 
componentwise um. 
For any tessellation structure (A, Z a, X, ~-), let c ~ CF and let S be a finite subset 
of Z a such that for any i ~ S, c(i) -- O. We shall say that configuration c' contains k 
copies of the pattern found in c, if there exist disjoint subsets S + z 1 ,..., S + z~ 
of Z a such that for any j, 1 ~ j ~-- k, and any i E S, c(i) -- c'(i + zj). The k copies 
are said to be contained in a quiescent environment if for any i ~ S + z~ w ... u S + zk, 
c'(i) = O. 
A tessellation structure (A, Z a, X,  ~') is said to be reproducing the pattern found 
in configuration c if for some k, ~'~(c) contains more than one copy of the pattern. 
(zk(e) means c transformed by r k times.) 
THEOREM 1. For any alphabet A, #A > 1, and for dimension d, d -= I, 2, there 
exists a tessellation structure (A, Z a, X,  r) that will reproduce the pattern found in 
any c ~ CF 9 The reproduction will take place in a number of steps that is a function 
of c. Further, if #A is prime, the reproduced copies will be contained in a quiescent 
environment. 
Our proof will begin by concentrating on dimension one. 
Consider a one-dimensional structure M 1 ~ (A, Z 1, X, ~') such that #A ~ 1, 
X=( - -1 ,0 ) ,  and if we associate each a~A one-to-one with integers in 
{0, 1,..., #A -- 1}, 0 ~ A being associated with 0, then 9 is defined from a : A • A --~ A, 
where a : (a, b) ~ a + b mod(#A). 
LEMMA l. With respect o M1, let c be such that for some fixed i, c(i + ]) ==- a: , 
0 ~ j  ~ k and c(i + j )  =- 0 i f j  is negative. Let n = #A 9 k! and let c' = ~"(c), 
then c'(i -+- j) -- c(i + j) for all j < k. 
Pro@ It is easy to verify that c'(i) ~ a o = (~) a o and in general that c'(i + j)  
3 
~q=o (j~-q) aq. From the definition of n and a, it follows that c'(i + i) = a s . | 
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LEMMA 2. Let M1, c, n, and c' be as in Lemma 1, and let c(i + j) = 0 for all 
j > k. Then c'(i + n + j)  -= aj for 0 <~ j ~ k, i.e., a second copy of ao '"  aj appears 
n cells to the right of the first copy. 
Proof. Let b,+j = c'(i + n + j). As in Lemma 1, it is easy to see that 
)oo n ) "+J = = bn+j ~ n+j - -q  n+j - -q  
q=0 q=0 q=k+l  
n (.+ _q)ao. 
The second sum is zero since aq = 0 for all q > k. Hence, 
/: k ( " ) ( " )  = ao= Z _ jao  b,+~ ~ n - t - j - -q  q 
q=O q=O 
;1 ~ i ( . )  i f . )  
=fro  ( aq+ a~= aq. q - -  q=j q - -  q=j q - -  
Again as in Lemma 1, each term in the sum is zero except when q = j ;  hence we 
have b~+j = a~.,0 ~<j ~< k. | 
LEMMA 3. If M 1 and c are as in Lemmas 1 and 2, and if ~CA is prime, then the 
reproduction will occur in quiescent environments. Two copies of the pattern found in c 
will occur in -r~(c), where n is the smallest power of/CA not less than k. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that each term (~), 1 < i < pr, for any r ~> 1, 
is of the form pr .  q for some integer q, hence equal to zero mod(#A). ] 
This establishes Theorem 1 for d =- 1. The two-dimensional case is similar but 
somewhat more involved. 
Let M 2 denote a tessellation structure (A, Z ~, X, ~), where #A > 1, X -= ((0, 0), 
(0, --1), (--1, 0)), and ~- is defined from ~ : (a, b, c) ~-~ a -}- b + c (mod #A).  Again 
we associate A with {0, 1 .... , #A -- 1} as before. Note that this self-reproducing 
tessellation structure is identical to that used in Fig. 3 of [9]. 
LEMMA 4. With respect o 2ll 2 , let c ~ C r . For any n and any cell (i, j) 
p=o q P 
The statement of this Lemma can be visualized as follows: For any cell (i,j) 
consider the triangular array" of ceIIs shown in Fig. l(a). Cell (i,j) in configuration 
~-~(c) will contain the sum of the binomial coefficient products hown in the squares 
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of Fig. l(b) times the symbol contained in the corresponding celt in c, the sum being 
reduced mod(#A). 
Theorem 1, for the case d = 2, follows easily from Lemma 4. Let c ~ C~ be such 
that all nonquiescent symbols are contained in a k-by-k square array of cells. Let 
n -~ #A 9 k!, then cells (i,j), (i,j + n), and (i -+- n,j) will each contain in ~'n(c) the 
same symbol as appears in cell (i, j) in c, for any (i, j) in the k-by-k square array. 
This can be seen by examining the situation indicated pictorially in Fig. 2. The 
contents of cell (i, j -b n) in ~-~*(c), from Lemma 4, will be c(i, j). This follows from 
examination of the array of coefficient products indicated in Fig. l(b). All cells in 
triangular array A of Fig. 2 not in the k-by-k square, contain O's in c, and the other 
cells except cell (i, j) will have their contents multiplied by 0 by Lemmas 1 and 2. 
c(i, j) is multiplied by (0)(]) = 1. Similarly, celt (i -t- n, j) and cell (i, j) in T"(c) will 
equal c(i,j). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. | 
i ' [ -n, ; )  ( i -n+f, j)  ( i -n+2, j )  
Ci-t"1+l, j-i) (i-n+ 2,j- I) 
(i-n+Z, j-Z) 
(o) 
( i -q , j )  :( i -q+I, j} 
(i.-q,j- i ) ( i-q*l, j- l) 
(t-q,j-2) ([-q+l,j § 
9 ({-qj-p-RV-O (i-q%j.p* 
I q.i,) 
FIGURE 1 
dlF~ll * 
{ i -2 , j )  ( i - ( , j )  ({ , j )  
(i- z , j - l )  ( i -~, j - i ) '  (i, j- J) 
(i.-2,j-2) ( i -h j -2)  ( i , j -2)  
(i-2, j -P'~Pll (i%j-peq~ 
(L-2, j-p+q] (i-l, j- p+q 
(i,j-p+(:l~4) 
(i, j-p+ q ) 
(i.-2,i-n+s) i-Ij-n+z~ (i.,j-n+2) 
- l , j -n+l} ( i , j -n+ I 
(~ , j -n )  
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(X)C) . . . . . .  ~ ~ (o ,)(~ ,)(o )(o, 
(L) (~) ("n;',)(~ 
(.%)(.") 
(b) 
p n p-i n 
(~)(~1 (~,)(~-,) 
" /"+'~t~ '(#,){21 ~, p Ikp+h 
p'~2 n /p+l '~(n 1 ( p )(p§ 
(;) (~) (g::)(;,) 
(;.,)(~) 
FICUP.E 1 
(g)(~) (')(7) (o)(~) 
rp+l~l a ) 
~2 J,~+,, (,~) (;) (~o ' ) (L )  
(p+';zvn,I (p+tyn  p n 
o-z~( . (~)(,") ~176 o,.-~, 
%/c~ 
rl n (o)(o) 
As an immediate Corollary of Theorem 1, we can state 
COROLLARY 1.1. The pattern reproducing structures of Theorem 1 will yield con- 
figurations containing for some q >7 2, qk copies of the pattern, k = 1, 2,..., each in a 
predictable number of steps. Again, if #A is prime, the reproduced patterns will be held 
in quiescent environments. 
We conjecture that Theorem 1 can be extended for any finite dimension d. The 
neighborhood structure would then be 
((0, 0,..., 0), (0,..., O, --1), (0,..., O, --1, O) ..... (--1, 0 ..... 0)) 
and local transformation a would be defined by 
cr(az , a2 ,..., aa+l) : al + a2 + "'" -}- aa+l (mod #A).  
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( i -n , j+n)  ( [ ,  j+n)  
9 A 9 
T 
L- (L§ 
" \  I 
([, j -n) (i+ n, j -n}  
FIGURE 2 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A cursory scan of Waksman [6] would seem to indicate that our results are quite 
similar to his. Many essential differences, however, exist. First, for more than one 
reason, the state alphabet of any of his finite-state machines must always be larger 
than the alphabet from which sequences to be replicated are formed. Next, reproduc- 
tion in a quiescent environment is impossible in his model since the "derived parent" 
string (e.g., 14142 in Fig. 2, [6]) and the state "P"  must always be present. Finally, 
all copies are "dead" in the sense that they do not affect any further reproducing. 
In contrast, our model reproduces patterns formed from an alphabet A using 
cells ranging over only A. (It might be noted that if t / i s  not prime and if one wishes 
a pattern P over A to be reproduced in a quiescent environment, one can raise the 
state alphabet of the cells to the next higher prime.) Note finally that all our "offspring" 
are "fertile" in the sense that each copy simultaneously reproduces another copy of 
itself. Waksman's model exhibits a type of reproduction i which copies are constructed 
part by part with each completed section remaining stable while the process is being 
completed. Our model is exhibiting a more "active" reproduction process. This 
distinction seems close to some remarks made by Burks [1, pp. 124-5]. 
Another point of contrast concerns the rate of the reproduction process. Waksman's 
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scheme exhibits an arithmetic growth in the population, i.e., in the n-th generation, 
there exists one fertile and n --  2 sterile copies using three neighbors. In our two- 
neighbor model (the minimum possible), we exhibit a geometric rate of increase. 
With a neighborhood consisting of m cells we can generate m ~-1 copies in the n-th 
generation for any integer m H 2. By slight variations in neighborhood structure, 
we can position the copies reproduced with some degree of freedom. 
Our model may be modeling biological reproduction a little closer for the reason 
that any "mutation" in a copy will be passed on to its descendents. 
Finally, we seem to have answered a number of questions posed by Moore in [5]. 
For example, he asks, "How simple a tessellation structure can permit a nontrMal 
self-reproducing configuration?" It seems impossible to find a structure simpler 
than ({0, 1}, Z 1, (--1, 0), ~') which, as we have seen, will reproduce any pattern. 
He also asked, "Can a tessellation structure have self-reproducing configurations 
without having erasable configurations ?" It is not difficult to show that none of the 
tessellation structures used here have erasable configurations in the sense of Moore [5] 
(see also [7, 8]). 
Finally, Moore asked, "How can the steps of reproduction be going on in parallel 
rather than serially ?" Our results seem to answer this question also. 
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